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The retail industry has been transformed by digitalisation in recent years. Technology is 

becoming easier to use and increasingly valued as it provides convenience to consumers 

and cost-reducing options for retailers. Retailers need to embrace change and prepare for 

these technology trends which are reshaping the industry as the increase in digitalisation 

is a trend which is likely to continue in the future. 

Digitalisation: Retail Industry Trends  

The Internet of Things becoming increasingly common  

The Internet of Things (IoT); the connection of everyday products to the internet has 

become increasingly common. Not only does IoT increase convenience for shoppers, 

these devices collect data on consumers which can be shared with networks - retailers can 

collect data on their customers and target marketing towards them. These audience 

insights and behaviours can then be optimised.  

An example of an IoT device: smart fridges - e.g. can detect if you run out of products, 

display the message and let you order more from your smartphone.  

Ultimately, retailers who don’t use IoT technology within their stores may risk losing 

relevance as they bring convenience to consumers, allowing shopping to become easier 

and cheaper for them.  

An increase in Omnichannel and the shift towards Online Shopping  

In the past, shopping malls were a hub for retailers, however there has been a sharp 

increase in the preference for online shopping in recent years, with Brick and Mortar 

shops no longer being essential.  

Online retailer Missguided, for example, closed down their Brick and Mortar store in 

Westfield Stratford due to generating insufficient revenue to cover their operating costs.  

Omnichannel are also becoming essential for retailers, allowing customers to pick up 

online orders in store. 
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This trend for online shopping accelerated during the COVID-19 lockdown which caused 

closure of physical stores; online shopping increased by 129% across the UK and Europe 

during this time.  

Even though stores have reopened, this trend is likely to continue as there are factors still 

in place which impact store traffic, for example: 

• Changing rooms remain closed. 

• Customers are required to queue to limit the number of shoppers in store. 

• People remain sceptical about leaving the house unless necessary. 

An increase in Cognitive computing usage  

There has been an increase in the use of AI and cognitive computing. New technology 

increases convenience for retailers and consumers and implementing this can better align 

themselves with the next generation of shoppers who value technology. The use of robots 

has become more common in day to day activities in the retail industry, with the idea that 

robots should complete repetitive, everyday tasks, leaving the higher value jobs for 

humans. The use of this technology also allows data to be combined with algorithms to 

provide insights.  

Increasingly popular forms include:  
• AI chatbots and robot customer assistance on messaging apps e.g. Facebook 

messenger.  
• Robots for manufacturing. 

• Drones for delivery. 

• Automated checkouts. 

Walmart, for example, has scanner robots which detect areas in store where items are out 

of stock. Images are then sent to employees using handheld devices who transfer the 

information to fast unloader robots which prioritise the unloading of these items.   
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https://internetretailing.net/covid-19/covid-19/online-shopping-surges-by-129-across-uk-and-europe-and-ushers-in-new-customer-expectations-of-etail-21286
https://www.forbes.com/sites/gregpetro/2020/01/10/robots-take-retail/#627f561720d2


Examples of more digitalisation trends in the retail industry due to COVID-19: 

• Virtual Queuing systems with phone apps e.g. implemented in ASDA. 

• Temperature check kiosks on store entry.  
• More Contact Free Delivery options e.g. Alphabet has seen an increase in use for 

their nascent drone delivery service due to COVID-19.  
• Increased usage of contactless/cardless payments (e.g. increase in the use of 

apple pay)  

More Insights:  
5 trends reshaping retail 

5 Retail Trends That Will Transform the Industry in 2020 

Online shopping surges by 129% across UK and Europe and ushers in new customer 

expectations of etail 

Opening Quote: Primark hit by lack of online presence 

Robots Take Retail 

Death of cash to accelerate as digital payments surge after pandemic 

Asda launches ‘virtual queuing’ system as it prepares for social distancing to last “for the 

rest of the year” 

Temperature check kiosks ready to tackle COVID-19| Coping with COVID-19 

Solutions  

Establish an online presence and create in store experiences  

As shopping habits are changing, it’s becoming essential for retailers to establish an 

online presence.  
Stores with no online presence were hit hard by the pandemic, fashion retailer Primark for 

example, has no online store and experienced £650m of sales lost in one month during 

the coronavirus lockdown.  
Having an online presence can also increase sales as it means retailers can reach 

customers from all over the world. 

With brick and mortar stores, retailers should prioritise providing customers with 

experiences. As people are starting to prefer spending their money on experiences rather 

than possessions,  retailers can set up special shops which sell these experiences.  
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Sephora, for example, has stores which only provide services e.g. styling, makeovers etc. 

This can improve brand image and then drive sales.  

More information and examples on how to create In-Store experiences:  
7 Ways to Create In-Store Experiences That Drive Traffic and Sales 

The Best Retail Experiences That Keep Customers Returning (8 Experience Types) 

Seven innovators of the in-store customer experience – Econsultancy 

Create opportunities to gather data  

Data about products, different locations, customers, their behaviours etc. is extremely 

valuable to retailers as this data can be turned into insights, which can inform retailers 

strategies. There is the opportunity for retailers to make money from the volume of 

customer insights they have and how quickly they can use them. 

Amazon Go, for example, is a chain of supermarkets across the US operated by Amazon. 

The store is wired with cameras and sensors which tracks shoppers movements in order to 

recognise specific behaviours. Products which are picked up, put in the bag, replaced on 

shelf can be traced and this information can then be used to help closely meet customers 

needs. This service is also popular with consumers due to convenience; all shoppers need 

to do is enter the store using the Amazon Go app, take what they want and leave - no 

need to wait in line to checkout.  

Example of how to gather data: Providing free in-store Wi-fi  
This option is not only popular with customers, but also allows data to be gathered.  
E.g. services such as Aislelabs can use in-store Wi-Fi to monitor the location of customers 

in store to provide insights such as whether a customer is new to the store or a repeat 

visitor, the walking paths through the store people take, how long people look at certain 

products etc.  

More insights: What digital transformation means for retail 

More examples of ways retailers can collect data:  
How retailers can use in-store tech to collect data 

How to Collect Customer Data and Improve Shopper Experience 
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https://www.cnbc.com/2017/07/21/sephora-rolls-out-smaller-store-concept-with-high-tech-beauty-upgrades.html
https://www.vendhq.com/blog/in-store-sales-experiences/
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Set up online messaging systems through chatbots 

Building relationships with customers is increasingly important in order to meet their 

rising expectation; 53% of consumers say they prefer to shop with businesses whom they 

can message on facebook. This means it’s crucial for retailers to set up messenger bots to 

handle interactions.  
AI powered chatbots should be integrated with messaging apps to provide customers 

with the instant service they demand.  

Not only can these bots be used to help improve customer experience but it also boosts 

sales. Facebook Messenger bots can be built to send abandoned cart messages and even 

has a “Buy Now button” which provides a personalised experience and encourages sales. 

When setting up the chatbot it is important to: 

• Use simple and clear language. 

• Use guided responses - closed questions. 

• Know your audience and the problems they're likely to anticipate - create solutions 

for these. 

• Offer ways to speak to real people. 

• Monitor customers' reactions to the bot and continuously improve. 

It is possible to get in touch with services which help set these up e.g. Mobile Monkey, or 

set it up yourself: Do-It-Yourself guide  

More Insights:  
How to Use Facebook Messenger to Sell More E-Commerce Products 

Forbes - messenger marketing  

Implement AR and VR technologies  

AR and VR technologies can benefit the retailers. It can drive sales through providing 

customers with a personalised, enjoyable and more memorable shopping experience; 

40% of people are willing to pay more for a product if they can experience it first through 

AR. Customer satisfactions would overall increase encouraging return visits.  
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https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbesagencycouncil/2018/08/29/messenger-marketing-the-new-way-to-do-business/#21e67c9052d0
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Furniture retailers for example, can use this technology to help customers find furniture 

according to the space they have available and gain a better idea of what it will look like in 

a particular place with the chosen colour schemes and styles. This has already been 

implemented by large retailers e.g. Ikea and Amazon and would be of benefit to smaller 

retailers too.  

Beauty retailers can also benefit as AR allows customers to try products before they buy 

them, helping to save time through not having to to visit the shop. Retailers also benefit as 

it encourages digital sales which reduces the need for brick and mortar stores which are 

more costly. 

MAC cosmetics, for example, has implemented their AR makeovers on their website which 

provides virtual try on features. This will be especially beneficial now during the pandemic 

where for health and safety reasons, in store make-up testing is limited.  

More Insights:  
Retailers have a lot to gain from AR and VR 

MAC Cosmetics Launches Augmented Reality Makeovers 

More Information on how retailers can implement AR and VR:  
Augmented Reality & Virtual Reality in Retail Applications 

How can VR and AR help the retail sector? 

How augmented shopping can create value in retail 
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